TO: ANNAN, UNATIONS, NEW YORK  
FROM: J.-R. BOON-HUGH, SRSG, UNAMIR, KIGALI, RWANDA

INFO: SITUATION CENTRE, DPKO, NEW YORK
FAX: 001 (212) 963 9053  
FAX: (250) 84265

SUBJECT: DAILY SITREP 181000B DEC TO 191000B DEC 93.
NUMBER OF PAGES, INCLUDING THIS COVER: THREE

DIRECT  

1. PLEASE FIND ATTACHED THE DAILY SITREP MENTIONED ABOVE.
2. REGARDS.
FROM: UNAMIR, KIGALI.

SITREP COVERING PERIOD 181000B DEC TO 191000B DEC 93.

I. GEN SITUATION

II. Factional Activities.

A. Political.
   The govt of Rwanda has not yet confirmed the location and other logistic arrangements of RPF battalion to be placed in Kigali. UNAMIR making all out effort to pursue the govt to make these urgent decisions.

B. Military.
   (1) RGF. RGF set up a check point at Rulindo (8190).
   (2) RPF. NTR.
   (3) Others. NTR.

III. Own Military Activities.

A. HQs.
   (1) FC returned from Kigali to Kigali late night on 18 Dec 93. Discussion took place between FC and Ugandan foreign minister regarding opening of border between Uganda and Rwanda for move of UNAMIR/UNOMUR personnel. Details being covered in weekly SITREP.
   (2) 15 new officers arrived on 19 Dec 93 in the mission area.

B. Sectors.
   (1) Kigali.
      (A) Carried out recce, planning and preparations for securing establishment of Kigali weapon secure area and OSS clean corridor (move of RPF battalion to Kigali).
      (B) KIBAT conducted PPS in OAR and RUTBAT is maintaining security of Force HQ.
      (C) On 18 Dec 93 a press conference was given by CMO SEC Kigali on the issue of establishing Kigali weapon secure area.

   (2) DMZ. Routine PPS are being carried out.

C. Milor. Conducted one escort duty for RPF from Rulindo (0436) to Kigali.

D. UNOMUR. Conducted routine PPS within CAR.
IV. HUMANITARIAN ACTIVITIES. NTR.

V. CIVIL AFFAIRS. NTR.

VI. LOGISTICS. OUT OF 46 VEHICLES WHICH ARRIVED KIGALI A WEEK AGO 39 VEHICLES HAVE BEEN FIELDED TO MILGB AND RUTBAT BY THE CHIEF TRANSPORT OFFICER.

VII. MISC.

A. A POLITICAL MURDERING INCIDENT HAPPENED ON 180900 DEC 93 AT KIMISANGE (3580), 5 KM SOUTH OF KIGALI. INQUIRY IN PROGRESS. DETAILS LATER.

B. ON 181530 DEC 93 A TRAFFIC ACCIDENT TOOK PLACE BETWEEN A BELGIAN MILITARY TRUCK AND A CIVIL CAR. ONE PERSON DIED ON THE SPOT AND THE TWO VEHICLES WERE SEVERELY DAMAGED.